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We define and characterize in Banach spaces the property of oscillation of a
semidynamical system at the neighbourhood of a fixed point. The main idea of our
investigation is to show that there does not exist a normal cone which would con-
tain a nontrivial trajectory.  1998 Academic Press
Let E be a Banach space and let f : E  E. We assume that a # E is a
fixed point of f. The famous HadamardPerron and GrobmanHartman
Theorems describe the behaviour of dynamical systems at the neighbour-
hood of a for which the spectrum of Df (a) lies off the unit circle. Our aim
is to investigate the case when Df (a) has no eigenvalues in R+ (Df (a) does
not have to be hyperbolic). We show that in this case there arises a kind
of oscillation. Therefore, we define and characterize the property of oscilla-
tion of semidynamical systems (with discrete and continuous time) in the
vicinity of the fixed point.
Our results are closely connected with the theory of positive operators
(cf. [6], [7]). In fact, we investigate operators which are not positive for
any normal cone V.
Now we are going to establish some notation. By R+ we understand
the left closed real half-line and by N the set of all nonnegative integers.
T stands for N or R+ .
Definition 1. Let X be a set, let T # T and let g: T_X  X be a semi-
dynamical system. For Y/X we define
Inv(g, Y ) :=[x # X : g(t, x) # Y for t # T],
Inv(g, Y, T ) :=[x # X : g(t, x) # Y for t # T, tT].
One can easily notice that Inv(g, Y ) denotes the maximal invariant sub-
set of Y. Let E be a Banach space over the real or complex field. For
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X, Y/E, by d(X; Y ) we understand the distance between the sets X and Y,
i.e. the number
inf[&x& y& : x # X, y # Y].
As usually, cl X stands for the closure of the set X. B(x, r) denotes the
closed ball with the center at x and the radius r. By S(x, r) we mean the
sphere with the center at x and the radius r. Let X/E, $ # R+. We put
X$ := .
x # X
B(x, $ &x&).
A nonempty subset C of E is called a wedge if it is closed under addition
and non-negative scalar multiplication: that is, if for all x, y # C and real
numbers :, ;0. :x+;y # C. If the wedge has the additional property that
the only vector x for which both x # C and &x # C is the zero vector, then
C is called a cone.
By L(E) we mean the space of all continuous linear operators from E
to E and by Id the identity operator. Suppose that A # L(E). Then by
_(A)/C we understand as usually the spectrum of the operator A (cf. [3]
appendix 4). By exp (A) we mean the linear operator
exp(A) := :

n=0
An
n!
.
For more information concerning the spectrum and the exponential func-
tion the reader is refered to [2].
Definition 2. Let E be a Banach space and let C/E be a cone. Then
n(C ) :=sup[n # R+ : n &x&&x+ y& for x, y # C].
We say that C is normal if n(C )>0.
The notion of normal cone in a normed space was introduced by
M. Krein in [4]. For some properties and generalizations we refer the
reader to [7].
Proposition 1. Let E be a Banach space and let C/E be a nonzero
cone. Then
n(C )=d(C; &C & S(0, 1)).
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Proof. Directly from definition of n(C) we obtain that
n(C )=sup[n # R+ : n&x+ y& for x # C & S(0, 1), y # C]
=inf[&x+ y& : x # C & S(0, 1), y # C]
=d(C, &C & S(0, 1)). K
One can easily notice that if C is a cone then n(C )=n(cl C ). The follow-
ing proposition provides some examples of normal cones. Statements (i)
and (ii) in Proposition 2 below are well known; we provide them for the
readers convenience.
Proposition 2. (i) We assume that C/Rn is a nonzero cone. Then C
is normal iff
cl C & &cl C=[0].
(ii) Let E be a Banach space and let f : E  R be a linear functional
such that & f &>1. Let C :=[x # E : f (x)&x&]. Then C is a normal cone.
(iii) Let E be a Banach space, let $ # [0, - 2&1), and let v # S(0, 1)
be arbitrarily fixed. Let C :=(R+ v)$ . Then C is a normal cone and
n(C )1&
2$
1&$2
.
Proof. (i) Suppose that C is normal. Then d(cl C; &cl C & S(0, 1))>0,
so cl C & &cl C=[0]. The converse implication is trivial as cl C & S(0, 1)
is a compact set.
(ii) Let x # C and let y # &C & S(0, 1). Then
&x& y&
1
& f &
( f (x)& f ( y))
1
& f &
.
(iii) At first we show that C is convex. Let x1 , x2 # C be arbitrary.
Then there exist r1 , r2 # R+ such that xi # B(ri v, $ri) for i=1, 2. Then for
t # [0, 1]
&tx1+(1&t)x2&(tr1v+(1&t)r2 v)&t &x1&r1 v&+(1&t) x2&r2v&
$tr1+$(1&t) r2 ,
so tx1+(1&t)x2 # B((tr1+(1&t)r2)v, $(tr1+(1&t)r2))/C, which implies
that C is convex.
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Now suppose that x # &C & S(0, 1), y # C. Then there exists an r # R+
such that
&x+rv&$r.
This implies that r&&x&$r and &x&&r$r, so
1
1+$
r
1
1&$
(1)
and consequently
&x+rv&
$
1&$
. (2)
Moreover, there exists an s # R+ such that &y&sv&$s. Then by (2)
and (1)
&x& y&&rv+sv&&&rv+x&&&sv& y&
(r+s)&
$
1&$
&s$
1
1+$
&
$
1&$
=1&
2$
1&$2
.
As $ # [0, - 2&1), 1&(2$1&$2)>0. K
Now we end the introductory part of our paper and define and study the
property of oscillation. Looking at linear dynamical systems in R2, one can
describe the oscillation as the property that for every normal cone every
point of the cone leaves this cone after a certain time. The following defini-
tion is one of possible formalizations of this idea.
Definition 3. Let E be a Banach space and let g: E_T  E be a semi-
dynamical system. We assume that a is its fixed point. We say that this
system oscillates in the vicinity of a if for every =>0 there exists T # T and
a neigbourhood Ua of a such that for every normal cone C
n(C )= O Inv(g, a+C, T ) & Ua=[a].
Remark 1. In the case when the discrete semidynamical system is
induced by a linear mapping A # L(E) this definition simplifies. Namely,
one can easily notice that this system oscillates in the vicinity of 0 iff for
every =>0 there exists T # T such that for every normal cone C/E
n(C )= O Inv(A, C, T )=[0].
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The following proposition shows that a wide class of semidynamical
systems (including linear systems) oscillating at the neighbourhood of zero
posess some kind of ‘‘cone recurrence.’’
Proposition 3. Let E be a finite dimensional normed space, and let
Vi/E be normal cones such that E=ni=0 Vi . Suppose that we are given a
semidynamical system g: E_T  E which oscillates at the neighbourhood of
zero such that
g(t, :x)=:g(t, x) for : # R+ , x # E.
Let x0 # E"[0] be arbitrary. Then there exists n0 # [0, ..., n] such that
\ t # T _t1 , t2t : g(t1 , x0) # Vn0 , g(t2 , x0)  Vn0 .
Proof. Let t # T be arbitrary. At first we prove that there exists an
n0 # [0, ..., n] and t1t such that g(t1 , x0) # Vn0 . Suppose for contradiction
that for every i # [0, ..., n] there exists an li # T such that
g(s, x0)  Vi for sli .
But this implies that
g(s, x0)  .
n
i=0
Vi=E for tmax[l0 , ..., ln],
which clearly yields contradicion.
Now we show there exists t2t such that g(t2 , x0)  Vn0 . As g oscillates
at the neighbourhood of zero and Vn0 is normal we obtain that there exists
T # T and a neighbourhood U of zero such that
Inv(g, Vn0 , T ) & U=[0].
Because g(s, :x)=:g(s, x) this implies that
Inv(g, Vn0 , T )=[0].
Hence there exists h # [0, T] such that
g(g(t, x0), h)  Vn0 .
We put t2 :=t+h. Then g(t2 , x0)  Vn0 . K
Remark 2. We show that the property of oscillation is local in the
following sense: Let g, h: E_T  E be semidynamical systems such that
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there exists a neighbourhood U of a fixed point a for both the system g and
h and a T # (0, ) & T such that
g(t, x) :=h(t, x) for x # U, t # [0, T] & T.
Suppose that h oscillates in the vicinity of a. Let =>0 be given. This implies
that there exists a neighbourhood of U1 of a and T1 # T such that for every
normal cone C
n(C )= O Inv(g, a+C, T1) & U1=[a].
As g is a semidynamical system, it is a continous function, so there exists
a neigbourhood U2 of a such that
g(t, U2)/U1 & U for t # [0, T1] & T.
Then for every normal cone C, n(C)=
Inv(g, a+C, T ) & U2=Inv(h, a+C, T ) & U2=[a].
This implies that the semidynamical system g oscillates at the vicinity of a
if h does.
One may ask a question whether the assumption in the Definition 3 that
C is normal is really important. One may suppose that to investigate
oscillation it would be better to assume that Inv(g, C)/[0] for every cone
C/E. The answer is no. We show an example of a mapping f: R2  R2
which clearly ‘‘shows’’ oscillation in the vicinity of zero and a nontrivial
cone C/R2, such that Inv( f , C ) & U{[0] for every neighbourhood U of
zero.
Example 1. Let C :=(R_(0, )) _ (0, 0) and let
f (x, y) :=(&x, &y+2x2) for (x, y) # R2.
Let P :=[(x, x2): x # R]/C. One can easily check that f (P)=P which
means that P/Inv( f, C).
We are going to characterize discrete semidynamical systems which
oscillate at the given fixed point. We need a few technical lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let E be a Banach space and let A # L(E) be such that
_(A)/C"R+. Let S/L(E) be a wedge generated by [Id, A, ..., An, ...].
Then A&1 exists and
&A&1 # cl S.
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Proof. As 0  _(A)/C"R+ , A is invertible. Let
K :=[k # R+ : (kId&A)&1 # cl S].
Because
(2 &A& Id&A)&1=
1
2 &A& \Id&
A
2 &A&+
&1
=
1
2 &A&
:

0
\ A2 &A&+
i
,
we obtain that 2 &A& # K. Let k0 :=inf K. As cl S is closed and the function
R+ % k  (kId&A)&1 # L(E) is continuous k0 # K.
Suppose that k0>0. Let U :=(k0Id&A)&1, and let h<1&U&, h<k0 be
arbitrarily chosen. Then U # S and
(Id&hU )&1= :

i=0
(hU )i # S.
Hence
((k0&h) Id&A)&1=U(Id&hU )&1 # S.
But this means that k0&h # K. We obtain contradiction with the fact that
k0 :=inf K. Therefore k0=0, which implies that 0=k0 # K, so
&A&1=(k0&A)&1 # cl S. K
Proposition 4. Let E be a Banach space and let A # L(E). We assume
that _(A)/C"R+. Then for every =>0 there exist n # N and :0 , ..., :n # R+
such that
"Id+ :
n
i=0
:i Ai"=.
Proof. We define S as in Lemma 1. Let =>0 be arbitrary. By Lemma 1
we have &A&1 # cl S, so &Id # cl S. Hence d(&Id ; S)=0, which implies
that there exists B # S such that
&&Id&B&=. (3)
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But B # S, so there exist n # N and :0 , ..., :n # R+ such that B=ni=0 :iA
i.
Therefore (3) means that
"Id+ :
n
i=0
:i Ai"=. K
The following corollary shows that making use of Proposition 4 we can
easily prove some well known nontrivial spectral properties of positive
operators.
Corollary 1. Let V/E be a nonzero closed cone and let A # L(E) be
such that A(V )/V (i.e. A is positive). Then
_(A) & R+{<.
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that _(A) & R+=<. Let x # V"[0]
be arbitrary. Then by Proposition 4 we obtain that for every =>0 there
exist :0 , ..., :n # R+ such that
d(&x; v)=,
where v= :=ni=0 :iA
i (x) # V. Therefore we obtain that d(&x; V )=0. As
V is closed, this implies that &x # V. We obtain a contradiction with the
fact that V is a cone. K
Proposition 5. Let E be a Banach space. Suppose that A # L(E) is a
linear operator such that _(A)/C"R+ . Then for every =>0 there exist
$>0 and N # N such that for every cone C/E, n(C )=
max[d(Ai (x); C) : x # E, i # [0, ..., N]]$ &x&.
Proof. Let =>0 be arbitrary and let C be any cone such that n(C)>=.
By Proposition 4 there exist :0 , ..., :N # R+ such that
"Id+ :
N
i=0
:iAi" =8 . (4)
Let
$ :=
=
8(1+Ni=0 |:i| )
.
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Suppose, for contradiction, that there exists an x # S(0, 1) such that
d(Ai (x); C )$ for i=0, ..., N. Then by (4)
d(x; &C )=d(&x; C )d \ :
n
i=0
:i Ai (x); C++ =8 :
n
i=0
|:i | $+
=
8

2=
8
.
This implies that there exists z # &C such that d(x; z)3=8. As &x&=1,
we get 1&3=8&z&1+3=8, and consequently
&z&&
z
&z&
=| &z&&1|
3=
8
.
Hence we get
d(x; &C & S(0, 1))d \(x; z&z&+d(x; z)+"z&
z
&z&"

3=
8
+
3=
8
=
6=
8
.
This yields that
=n(C )d(x; &C & S(0, 1))+d(x; C )
6=
8
+
=
8
=
7=
8
,
so =0. We have obtained contradiction. K
We quote Schauder Invertibility Theorem (Theorem 3.4 [1]).
Schauder’s Theorem. Let E be a Banach space and let A, B # L(E).
We assume that B is invertible. If there exists an m>0 such that
&*A(x)+(1&*) B(x)&m &x& for * # [0, 1]
then A is invertible.
For A # L(E) we put R(A) :=sup[_(A) & R]. We know that in general
a linear operator may not have eigenvectors for an element : # _(A). We
show that we can find for R(A) ‘‘approximate eigenvectors.’’
Lemma 2. Let A # L(E) and suppose that _(A) & R{<. Then for every
=>0 there exists a v # S(0, 1) such that
&A(v)&R(A)v&=.
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Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that there exists an m>0 such that
&A(x)&R(A)x&m &x& for x # E.
Hence
&(A(x)&R(A)x&*Id(x)&m &x&&* &x&

m
2
&x& for * # _0, m2 &, x # E. (5)
Since R(A)+m2  _(A), A&(R(A)+m2) Id is invertible. We put A :=
A&R(A) Id, B :=A&(R(A)+m2) Id. Then B is invertible and by (5)
&*A (x)+(1&*) B (x)
m
2
&x& for * # [0, 1], x # E.
Therefore by Schauder’s Theorem A =A&R(A) Id is invertible. We have
obtained contradiction as R(A) # _(A). K
The previous lemma is slightly connected with the famous Krein-Rutman
Theorem (cf. [5])making use of this Lemma and Corollary 3 we obtain
that every positive operator has approximate eigenvectors for some real
nonnegative eigenavalue.
Lemma 3. Let A # L(E) and let =>0 be arbitrary.
(i) We assume that A is invertible and that _(A) & R+{<. Then for
every N # N there exists a v # S(0, 1) such that
&Ai (v)&R(A) i v&=R(A) i for i # [0, ..., N].
(ii) We assume that _(A) & R{<. Then for every T # R+ there exists
a v # S(0, 1) such that
&exp(tA)(v)&exp(tR(A))v&= exp(tR(A)) for t # [0, T].
Proof. At first we show that there exists a sequence [Kn]n # N/R such
that for every $>0 and v # S(0, 1), if &A(v)&R(A)v&$, then
&An(v)&R(A)n v&Kn$ for n # N. (6)
We put K0 :=0, K1 :=1 and Kn+1 :=&A& Kn+R(A)n K1 for n>1. The
proof goes by induction. Suppose that for a certain n # N
&Anv&R(A)n v&Kn$.
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Then
&An+1(v)&R(A)n+1 (v)&
&A(An(v)&R(A)n v)&+&R(A)n (A(v)&R(A)v)&
&A& Kn $+R(A)n K1 $=Kn+1$.
Thus (6) is proved.
(i) Let =>0 and N # N be arbitrary. As A is invertible, R(A)>0.
Clearly there exists a $>0 such that
$Ki=R(A) i for i # [0, ..., N].
By Lemma 2 we can find a v # S(0, 1) such that &A(v)&R(A)v&$. Then
by (6)
&Ai (v)&R(A) i v&Ki$=R(A) i for i # [0, ..., N].
(ii) Let =>0 and T # R+ be arbitrary. Let =0 :=exp(T min[0, R(A)]).
Clearly it is sufficient to show that there exists a v # S(0, 1) such that
&exp(tA)(v)&exp(tR(A))v&=0 . (7)
We can find an N # N such that


n=N
(T &A&)n+(TR(A))n
n!

=0
2
.
Moreover, let $>0 be chosen in such a way that
$ :
N&1
n=0
T n
n!
Kn
=0
2
.
By Lemma 2 there exists a v # S(0, 1) such that
&A(v)&R(A)v&$.
Then for t # [0, T]
&exp(tA)(v)&exp(tR(A))v&
 :
N&1
n=0
&(tA)n (v)&(tR(A))nv&
n!
+ :

n=N
&tA&n+(tR(A))n
n!
 :
N&1
n=0
$T n
n!
Kn+
=0
2
=0 .
Thus (7) is proved. K
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Now we are able to prove the main theorem of our paper, which charac-
terizes the differentiable discrete dynamical systems which show oscillation.
Theorem 1. Let E be a Banach space and let z # E. We assume that
f : E  E is differentiable at z and that Df (z) is an invertible operator.
Suppose that f (z)=z. Then the discrete semidynamical system induced by f
oscillates in the vicinity of z if and only if
_(Df (z)) & R+=<.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that z=0. At first we
prove that if _(Df (0))/C"R+ then the semidynamical system oscillates in
the vicinity of zero. Let =>0 be arbitrary. By Proposition 5 we can find
N # N and $>0 such that for every normal cone C/E, n(C )=
max[d(Df (0) i (x); C ) : x # E, i # [0, ..., N]]$ &x&.
As f is differentiable at zero and f (0)=0, there exists a neighbourhood
V/U of zero such that
& f i (x)&Df (0) i (x)&
$
2
&x& for x # V, i # [0, ..., N].
This and (8) imply that for every cone C/E, n(C )=,
max[d( f i (x); C ) : x # V, i # [0, ..., N]]
max[d(Df (0) i (x); C ) : x # E, i # [0, ..., N]]&
$
2
&x&
$
2
&x&.
Hence Inv( f, C, N ) & V/[0].
Now we prove the second part. Suppose that _(Df (0)) & R+{<. Let
R0 :=R(Df (0)). We are going to obtain a contradiction. Let = # (0, 1) be
fixed and let a neigbourhood U of zero and an N # N be arbitrary. Let
$ # R+ be such that ==1&(2$1&$2). We can find a neighbourhood
V/U of zero such that
& f i (x)&Df (0) i (x)&
$
2
&x& for x # V, i # [0, ..., N].
By Lemma 3(i) there exists a v # S(0, 1) such that
&Df (0)i (v)&(R0) i v&
$
2
(R0)i for i # [0, ..., N].
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Let C :=(R+ v)$ . By Proposition 2 n(C)=. There exists an :>0 such
that :v # V. Then
& f i (:v)&(R0) i (:v)&$ &(R0)n (:v)& for i # [0, ..., N],
which implies that :v # Inv( f, C, N ) & U. We have obtained contradic-
tion. K
Making use of Theorem 1 and Remark 1 one can trivially obtain the
following characterisation of linear operators which do not have real non-
negative eigenvalues.
Corollary 2. Let E be a Banach space and let A # L(E). Then
_(A) & R+=< iff for every =>0 there exists T # T such that for every
normal cone C/E
n(C )= O Inv(A, C, T )=[0].
Now we are going to prove the version of this Theorem for semidynami-
cal systems with continuous time. By Theorem 3.39 from [3] we know that
every Lipschitz vector field on E induces a unique dynamical system.
Theorem 2. Let E be a Banach space and let z # E. We assume that
8 : E  E is a vector field which induces a semidynamical system g on E and
such that 8(z)=0, D8(z) exists. Then the semidynamical system g oscillates
in the vicinity of z if and only if
_(D8(z)) & R=<.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that z=0. Suppose
that _(D8(a)) & R=<. Because _(D8(0)) is a compact subset of C"R,
there exists a T # R+ such that
exp(T_(D8(0)) & R+=<.
We put
f (x) := g(T, x) for x # E.
Obviously D( f (0))=exp(T(D8(0)). Therefore _(Df (0))=exp(_(TD8(0))),
so _(Df (0)) & R+=<. Making use of Theorem 1 we obtain that the local
semidynamical system induced by f oscillates, then does so gt .
We prove the second implication. Suppose for contradiction that 8 induces
a semidynamical system g which oscillates at zero and that _(D8(0)) & R{<.
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Let = # (0, 1) be fixed and let T # R+ and a neighbourhood U of zero be
arbitrarily chosen. Let $>0 be such that ==1&(2$1&$2). Let R0 :=
R(D8(0)). Obviously there exists a neighbourhood V/U of zero such that
&g(t, x)&exp (tD8(0))x&
$
2
exp(R0 t) &x& for t # [0, T], x # V. (9)
By Lemma 3(ii) we can find a v # S(0, 1) such that
&exp(tD8(0))(v)&exp(tR0)v&
$
2
exp(tR0) for t # [0, T]. (10)
Let C :=(R+v)$ . Making use of Proposition 2(iii) we obtain that n(C)=.
There exists an :>0 such that :v # V. Then by (9) and (10)
&g(t, :v)&exp(R0t)(:v)&$ exp(R0t) &:v& for t # [0, T],
which implies that :v # Inv(g, C, T ) & U. Thus we have shown that for every
T # T, and every neighbourhood U of zero
Inv( f, C, T ) & U{[0],
which contradicts the fact that the semidynamical system g oscillates at
zero. K
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